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FOR EVER AND EVER
BY

FRANCIS HERCZEG
ith a blare of trumpets, glowing faces and sparkling
eyes, proudly and joyfully the armed youth of
this country marched into Southern Hungary.
Good friends were greeted with embracing arms, enemies
with a hard fist. Anyone who seeks the inward meaning of
historical events must involuntarily think of the old saying
that the mills of God grind slowly. They grind slowly, but
given time, they are able to grind even rocks to powder.
It is plain that St. Stephen's Realm, which was destroyed
with diabolic hatred, is being rebuilt by the Grace of God.
According to an unseen Will, an unseen hand is laying brick
upon brick, and we present-day Hungarians, who play the
part of workmen, rejoice to see the proud edifice rising
higher and higher. That Hungary would one day be great
again, none of us doubted. What came as a surprise was the
time at which this occurred.
In any case all rational people who studied European
politics must have known that Hungary would seize the first
favourable opportunity of regaining what Trianon had
wrested from her. The Hungarian nation never made any
secret of this intention; during the past twenty years revision
was the sincerest and most popular political slogan in
Hungary: over and over again it has been declared in books
and newspapers; a thousand times it has been announced in
Parliament and at public meetings, that no moral veto would
be able to restrain the nation if once the hour of liberation
of the occupied areas struck.
The Governments of the neighbouring States were well
aware that all Magyars regarded Hungary's dismemberment
as a temporary trial to which no honourable Magyar would
ever resign himself. Our neighbours knew that all Magyar
school children prayed daily for the restoration of Hungary’s
thousand-year-old frontiers.
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During the preliminary negotiations preceding the Treaty
of Friendship with Yugoslavia official Hungary emphasized
the point that the country sustained her territorial claims,
and this was tacitly accepted by Belgrade. It may be that it
was accepted with a concealed smile of amusement. .. The
States of the former Little Entente knew very well that the
prey assigned to them by Trianon would he theirs only so
long as they were able to keep Hungary in a state of
weakness and isolation. Their major efforts were therefore
directed towards weakening and slandering this country. To
this end they laboured in Geneva, for this end they armed and
concluded military alliances, to further it they robbed the
Magyar minorities by means of Land Reforms, framed
inhuman educational laws and brazenly violated the minority
treaties.
In view of all this it is astonishing that the Press and
Radio in certain foreign countries shuold have taken objection
to the liberation of Southern Hungary as an “ unchivalrous"
act. Those who did so apparently believed that Hungary
had forgotten how the Serbs gained possession of the
Banate, the Bacska and Baranya. They did not acquire those
regions by military conquest, but by a shameful bargain. A
brilliant French author, Henri Pozzi, published in one of his
books a detailed account of the haggling that took place at
Corfu, where Tardieu and Scotus Viator were the hucksters.
He also gives precise figures of the baksheesh running into
millions which was paid out to its chivalrous friends by the
Belgrade Government. W e wonder what the word chivalrous
is supposed to mean.
But let us stop playing with words, and let us establish
the fact that by joining the Three Power Pact Hungary
openly and honourably took sides with the Axis Powers.
In view of her centuries-old historical traditions and the
geographical situation of the country she had no other
choice. The Belgrade Government was naturally fully aware
of this. When Yugoslavia concluded a treaty of friendship
with Hungary, she did so with the intention of approaching
the Axis. But then came an unexpected and staggering turn
of events, which was described by ex-Premier Tsvetkovitch
in the following words: “ In one single night twenty muddle
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headed officers plunged Yugoslavia into ruin.” It would how
ever seem that not only these twenty officers were stricken
with fatal blindness, for people who were in Belgrade in
the days preceding the outbreak of hostilities say that the
entire capital was seething with a warlike spirit. The in
habitants were loudly clamouring for war against Germany,
for a war in which Yugoslavia had nothing to gain and
everything to lose. The clever and brave Serb nation was
ruined by its gigantic conceit, the same conceit which usually
proves the undoing of adventurers.
The Treaty of Perpetual Friendship between Hungary
and Yugoslavia was rendered invalid, not by Hungary, but
by Yugoslavia's inconsistent behaviour. It became invalid
when over-night Yugoslavia repudiated everything that she
had faithfully promised the day before. It was not Hungary
that broke faith with Belgrade; it was Belgrade that broke
faith with Hungary, An honourable man will stick to his
ally through thick and thin, but he cannot be expected to
follow him in a mad escapade or to a suicide's grave. Today
the Serbs themselves realize that the path along which a
handful of muddle-headed generals led them was the path
of madness and ruin. The problem for Hungary was a serious
one, a question of life or death, the life or death of the
Hungarian nation, and we could not afford to leave its
settlement to foreign newspapers and broadcasting companies.
W e Hungarians are fully aware that the first, the most
sacred and unceasing, duty of each succeeding generation
is to hand down the heritage of St. Stephen uncurtailed to
the following generation. This centuries-old law is above
all else, it takes priority over any other law or veto,
because it is the vital law, the creed, the honour of the
Hungarian nation.
Restored Southern Hungary today is certainly the
dearest, the favourite child, of the mother-country, for it was
the part of Hungary that remained longest under alien rule
and suffered most. For it must be clearly understood that
although certain manly and military virtues characterizing
the Serbs are recognized and admired by the Magyars, the
Serb Governments have always cruelly and wickedly
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oppressed the Magyar minority in Yugoslavia with a view
to exterminating it.
In the good old days it was said of Southern Hungary
that not only the sky, but also human nature there was
bright and gay. Southern Hungary was the classical home
of Magyar vital force and the joy of life. W e believe that
the past decades have made the soul of Southern Hungary
more serious and harder, as they have that of the mothercountry. If now Budapest and Szabadka, the capital town of
that region, clasp hands, they will be able to read the traces
of past sufferings and fears in each other's eyes. They will
also be able to read a determination to advance together
towards a fairer future, a future that must be wrung from
fate with hard work.
With hopes of a fairer future Hungary has welcomed
back the people of the Southern regions. She has welcomed
her Magyar, German and Bunyevatz brethren. And she wel
comes the Serbs of Southern Hungary, who are also returning
to the old country which was their home for centuries. Let
them remember that in the past they were well treated in
Hungary, and let them strive to understand that their future
in this country depends on their own behaviour: if they so
desire, they will again be the beloved sons of Hungaria. But
they — and the whole world — must realize that Southern
Hungary, now that it has awakened from the nightmare of
Balkan rule, belongs to Hungary for ever and ever.
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